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We study the representation of (possibly) nonlinear functions which may appear in the con- 
straints, as well as in the objective function, of a mixed-integer optimization problem. 
The set of functions which have representations for constraints is a strict subset of those func- 
tions which have representation for objectives. The focus of our work here is to delineate the ad- 
ditional requirements for constraint representation, which go beyond objective function 
representation. 
In the case that a representation can be achieved using only linear constraints with bounded 
integer variables, we achieve characterization results (Theorem 3.1 and 3.2). This paper is a con- 
tinuation of [17]. 
Keywords. Representability, modeling, mixed-integer programming. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper, we study the representation of (possibly) nonlinear functions which 
may appear in the constraints and/or the objective function of an optimiration pro- 
blem. Thus the representation typically is only part of the constraints of the larger 
optimization. 
In the case that a representation can be achieved using only linear constraints with 
bounded integer variables, which is our focus in this paper, we obtain characteriza- 
tion theorems (Theorem 3.1 and 3.2). 
Theorem 3.1 is a characterization result for functions with bounded domains, 
and its significance is that, except for difficulties arising from discontinuities of 
functions, the functions which are representable for use in criterion forms are exact- 
ly those also representable for use in constraints. While discontinuous functions 
cannot be representable for constraints (unless e.g. a monotonicity condition holds), 
close “relatives” of such functions can often be devised to cover the same realm of 
real-world applications (see e.g. Examples 3.2 and 3.3 in connection with the discon- 
tinuous fixed charge problem). 
In contrast with Theorem 3.1, our result Theorem 3.2, concerning functions with 
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unbounded domains, states that there are some very substamial restrictions on func- 
tions for representation in constraints. This result is, in effect, of a generally 
negative nature, as few unbounded domain functions can. obey such restrictions. 
This paper is a continuation of [17]. Here we focus on representability for func- 
tions whereas in [17] we studied sets. Our work here and in [17] continues earlier 
joint research [16, 19-211. The systematic study of representability was initiated by 
Meyer in a series of papers (e.g. [23-251). Related work is due to Ibaraki 1131. 
In Section 2, we review results from [ 171. In Section 3, we give definitions of func- 
tion representability, provide examples and basic results, and the characterization 
theorems. 
Regarding notation, for a set S, conv(S) respectively cl(S) respectively cone(S) 
will denote the convex span of S respectively the closure of S respectively the cone 
generated by S. 
For S a closed, convex set we denote by ret(S) the recession directions of S [27], 
i.e.: 
ret(S) = (y 1 for all XES and all 11 O,X+A_YES}. (I-I) 
2. Summary of earlier results 
We summarize definitions and results from [17] in this section. The numbering 
of results here is the same as that in [17] for ease of locating proofs, etc. 
We say that a set SC IR” is b44IP.r (bounded MIP representable) if there is a 
linear transformation f(x; _Y) together with a subset KE {I, . . ..u> of the set of in- 
dices of the auxiliary variables y= (ut, . . .._Y.,) and a vector bE II?‘, for which the 
following holds: 
XES c, thereexistsywithy,,.E{O,l) forkEK,andf(x;y)sb. (2.1) 
When (2.1) holds, the triple (f, K, b) is called a representation of S. 
When K= 0 in (2. I), the representation is called “simple,” and the corresponding 
sets are called simply b-MIP.r. 
Below we will need these results from [17]. 
Theorem 2.1. (a) A set S is simply b4WP.r iff S is a polyhedr n. 
(b) A set S is b44IP.r iff S = S, U -.* U S, is a finite union of polyhedra Si with 
rec(Si) inaq~ndent of i. 
In [17] we also extended the concept of recession directions to b-M1P.r sets S us- 
ing (1.1). These results were established. 
Proposition 2.1. Let S,, . . . . S, be non-empty polyhedra, such that rec(Si) is in- 
dependent of i. Then S= S, U -*- US, is b44IP.r with: 
ret(S) = reC(Si) for all i = 1, . . . , t. (2.2) 
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Corollary 2.1. If S z 0 is b-MIP.r and represented as in (2. l), then 
ret(S) = {x 1 for some y with y* = 0 for all k E K, 
we have f(x; y) 5 0). 
Corollary 2.2. If S+0 is b-MIP.r, 
r=(S) = 1y If orsomex~S,x+~y~Sforal/ArO). 




3. Function representability 
For functions, we need to distinguish three kinds of representability: min-, max-, 
and constraint-representability. 
Intuitively, min-representability is relevant when the function occurs in only the 
criterion function, and it is a minimizing criterion; max-representability is similarIy 
relevant to maximizing criterion functions; and constraint-representability is 
generally needed if the function is to occur in constraints of the program (whether 
or not it also appears in the criterion function). However, in some instances of a 
function occurrence in the constraints, where certain monotonicity properties hold, 
the less demanding max- or min-representability can suffice in place of constraint- 
representability. We give details of these special instances below. 
Nonlinear functions frequently occur in constraints as e.g. in separable program- 
ming, or in multi-period budget constraints, in which a period’s net profit is the dif- 
ference of a nonlinear revenue function less a nonlinear cost function of the 
resources used in that period. 
We next give the definition and the rigorous development. 
Definition. A fun&on f is min-b-M1P.r if its epigraph 
epi(f) = {(2,x) 1 z If(x)) 
is b-M1P.r. It is max-b-M1P.r if its hypograph 
hype(f) = ((z,x) 1 z <f(x)1 
is b-M1P.r. It is, constraint-b-MIP.r if its graph 
gphr(f) = {(z,x) 1 z =f(x)l 
is b-M1P.r. 
In Examples, 3.1 and 3.2, we shall 
are all distinct. 
We state sOme easy results next. 
see that the three notions of representability 
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Proposition 3.1. A function fis min-b4WP.r respectively max-b4WIP.r espectively 
constraint-b-MIP. r iff epi( f) respectively hypo( j’) respectively gph( f) is a finite 
union of polyhedra, all with the same recession directions. 
Proof. Theorem 2.1. Cl 
Proposition 3.2. f is min-b4lIP.r iff -f is max-b44lP.r. 
Proof. In the representation for epi( f) = ((z,x) 1 I 2 f(x)) change every occurrence 
of z to z’, and then add a constraint z = -z’. Then (2,x) together with the parameters 
(now including z’) satisfy the new set of constraints 
iff z = -z’ and (z,x) E epi(f ), 
iff z 5 -f(x), 
iff (Z,X)E hypo(-f). cl 
Proposition 3.3. If f is both min- and max-b-MIP.r, then f is constraint-b-M1P.r. 
Proof. Both epi(f) and hype(f) have representations; by juxtaposing these (of 
course, keeping parameters distinct) we obtain a representation for gph(f). III 
Proposition 3.4. If f is constraint-b-MIP.r, then Jf is both min- and max-b4WIP.r. 
Proof. For B representation of epi(f), one changes every occurrence of z to z’ in 
the representation of gph( f ), and then one adds a constraint z 1 z’. A representation 
of hype(f) is similarly obtained. 0 
By Propositions 3.3 and 3.4, the constraint-representable functions are those 
which are, both, min- and max-representable. 
Our next results rigorously explain the reasons given above for making the distinc- 
tions as to different types of representability. 
Proposition 3.5. Suppose that S is a b-MIP set, with points partitioned (x, u), and 
F(x) is a vector of constraint-b44lP.r functions of the dimension of u. Then the set 
T = {X j (X, F(X)) E S > (3.1) 
is b&UP. r. 
Proof. We can suppose a representation for S: 
(x, u) ES ++ there exists y(I) with 
yi” E (41) for k E K1 and f,(x, u, y(l)) 5 b(‘); (3.2) 
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arrd one for gph(F): 
u = F(x) * there exists y”’ with 
yi” E (0, 1 > for k E K2 and f2(x, u; y(‘)) I b(‘). (3.3) 
(Since u =F(x) is a vector equation, we have juxtaposed several representations in 
(3.3), keeping parameters disjoint.) 
We have: 
XET +, (x, u) ES and u = F(x) for some u 
* there exist u, y(I), y(‘) with Y~“E 141) 
for kEK,, y~?‘~(O,l} foe keK2, 
f] (x, u; y’!‘) I b(l), f2(x, u; y(Z)) I b(Z), 
Osy$“~ 1 for i= 1,2 and kEKi_ q (3.4) 
Proposition 3.6. Suppose S is a bM1P.r set, with points partitioned (x, u) and with 
the monotonicity property: 
(x,u’)~S and u I w’ + (x,u)ES. (3.5) 
Suppose also that F(x) IS a vr*ctor of min-b-_MIP.r functions of the dimension of 
u. Then the set T of (3.1) is b-.MIP.r. 
Proof. We can use (3.2) and (3.3) where we replace w=F(x) by urF(x) in (3.3). 
Then we have, using (3.5): 
XET ++ (x, u) ES and u I F(x) for some u (3.6) 
and the representation in (3.4) can be used. q 
Using the ideas in the proofs of Propositions 3.4 and 3.5, one can have b-M1P.r 
with a F vector of max-M1P.r functions, if the monotonicity condition (3.5) is 
replaced by: 
(x,u)ES and u> u’ + (x,u)ES. (3.5’) 
Some examples will make the propositions more concrete. 
Example 3.1. Let 
s= ((x,u)]x+uI 1), 
and let F=f be the fixed charge function of [17, Example 3.11, i.e. f(0) = 0 and 
f(x)=c for O<xrM, where c,M>O. Then the monotonicity property (3.5) holds, 
and F is min-b-M1P.r. Also 
T= {xIx+f(Gs l>= (01 if cI 1, 
{x1x< l-c, OlxlM) if c< 1. 
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In both cases T is b-MIP.r, as claimed in Proposition 3.6. 
Example 3.2. Let 
s = ((x,&f) 1u 2 l} 
and let F=f be the fixed charge function of [17, Example 3.11. As S lacks the 
monotonicity property (3.9, here Proposition 3.5 is relevant. It requires that F be 
constraint-b-MIP.r, but this is not true since f is discontinuous (i.e. gph(f) is not 
closed, hence by Corollary 2.3 it is not b-M1P.r). The proposition then cannot 
assure us that T is b-M1P.r. 
Indeed, for c L 1 as the charge, we see that 
T= (xIf(x)z l> =(O,M], 
an interval which is not closed. T is indeed not b-MIP.r, by Corollary 2.3. 
Example 3.3. In order to obtain a fixed charge function which can be put into 
non-monotonic constraints such as S= ((x,u) 1 u = l}, we use the concept of a 
minimum usage level for the fixed charge in [17, Example 3.11. We put F=f where 
f(x) = c 0 forx=O, c for 65xsM; 
here M 2 6 > 0. (We will not need c ~9, so actually a fixed benefit can be involved.) 
Note that values of x in the interval 0 < x < 6 are not permitted (although this 
feature of the example is not essential). 
Here 
gph(f)={(O,O)}U{(z,x)~6=x~M, z=c} 
is a union of polyhedra with recession directions (0,O). By Theorem 2.1, gph( f) is 
b-MIP.r, hence f is constraint-b-M1P.r. By Proposition 3.5, T is b-M1P.r. 
Indeed, for cf 1 we have T= 8; for c = 1 we have T= (x ) 6 5 x I M}. In either 
case, T is indeed b-M1P.r. 
Example 3.4. Functions f which are to occur positively (i.e. as “ + f(x)“) in solely 
a minimizing objective function, and which do not occur in the constraints, are 
treated as follows. Let the objective function be Cf=, A(x) and let SC IR” be b- 
M1P.r. Let u, ul, . . . , u, be new (continuous) variables different from all auxiliary 
variables used in the representation of S. We obtain a representation of the set 
S’= I (X,&U I,..., U() lx&, u- c ujro . j 1 (3.7) 




CJ;.W IxeS) = min{u 1 [~u,fi(x),...,ft(x)]eS' 
i I (3.8) 
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and the representability of the set 
T= fku)( [~,~,fi(~),...fi(x)l~S’3 
is affected by Proposrtion 3.6. 
The monotonicity property (3.5) is clear from the constraint u- Ci z+O. 
Therefore, T will be representable if only each J;-, 1 sjlt, is min-representable, 
and by (3.8): 
(3.9) 
It is (3.9) which motivates the term “min-b-MIP” for functions. This is the 
precise sense in which representability of epi(J;-) is sufficient when & occurs 
positively in only a minimizing objectives, and monotonically in the constraints. 
Max-representability is similarly motivated. 
Of course, in each setting certain simplifications of the treatment emerge. 
Typically, the constraint u- Cj ujZ0 is never used explicitly; rather, an objective 
function of Cj Uj is used, and often there are further substitutions for individual 
llj, etc. 
We next turn to our main characterization results for constraint-b-M1P.r func- 
tions. As it turns out, for functions on a bounded domain which we can model in 
a minimizing objective, the ability to also use them in constraints depends only on 
their continuity properties (Theorem 3.1). 
Theorem 3.1. A min- or max-b-MIP-representable function f, with a bounded do- 
main, is constraint-b-MIP-representable iff f is continuous on its domain. 
Proof. Assume that f is min-b-MIP-representable (the “max” case is similar), so 
that by Theorem 2.1, epi(f) = Pl U --a UP, where each Pi has the same recession 
directions. Let 
Qi = {x 1 for some z, (z,x) E Pjf; 
then Qj is a polyhedron, and rec(Qi) = (0). Clearly, the domain dam(f) of f is 
Q,U---UQt. 
For each non-empty subset S G { 1, . . . , t], S# 0 of the index set { 1, _. . , t>, consider 
the set 
QW=~x~xMif or each YES and X@Qi for each i@S). 
We have 
dom(f)=QrU--- UQ,=U(Q<s>lsc_(l,...,t), S#00) 
s 
and, since dam(f) is closed, also 
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Q&J-UQ,=u@ts)Isc {l,...t}, s#o) 
s 
where Q(S) is closure of Q(S). 
Each set Q(S) is a union of sets A defined by the conditions: XE Qi for in S, 
a’x<bi for ie S; here, for each ieS, a’xzbi is among the (finitely many) defining 
inequalities of Q;. Different sets A of this type arise by different choices of con- 
straints to be violated in Qi for i@ S. One easily shows that the closure A of A #0 
for such a non-empty set A is precisely the polyhedron defined by: XE Qi for ieS, 
a’xzzb; for i$S. (In fact, any point x satisfying the latter conditions is a limit of 
points on the relative interior of the line segment from x0 to x, where X’EA is ar- 
bitrary.) Also, Q(S) is a finite union of such sets A, and as each A is contained in 
any Qj for ie S, ret(A) = (0). In particular, dam(f) is a finite union of such 
polyhedra A. Now suppose that f is continuous on its domain dam(f). 
On each set A as described above f(x) is a finite maximum of Iinear affine forms, 
since all the constraints defining epi(f) from a polyhedral description of Pi for all 
i E S, hold on A. By continuity off, the same maximum equals f on A as well. 
Now we explicitly write the maximum: 
f(x) = max{b~k’+b’“Jx/ kEK(A)) for XEA, 
where the index set K(A) depends on A. Then gph(f) on A can be represented as 
a finite union of polyhedra B, with ret(B)= {O], each obtained by choosing ar- 
bitrarily an index in K(A) and writing the defining inequalities of epi( f) in B: 
We have thus given gph( f) as a finite union of polyhedra, and each polyhedron has 
only (0,O) as a recession direction. Thus gph( f) is b-MIP-representable by Theorem 
2.1 and f is constraint-b-MIP-representable. 
For the converse, assume that f is constraint-b-MIP-representable- The continuity 
of f follows at once from Corollary 2.3 above, since the closure of gph(f) is 
equivalent to continuity. q 
Theorem 3.2. A ftrnction f is constraizt-b-MIP-representable if and on/y if the do- 
main dam(f) off is b-MIP-representable, and there is a subspace L of the affine 
span of the domain off transtated $0 as to contain: the origin, a vector w E L, 
polytopes Q,,...,Q[ in L ‘, and a continuous function g which is either min- or 
max-b-MIP-representable in Q; U -I- U Q, such that for all XE dom( f ), upon put- 
tingx=u+vwithuELandvEL’- wehavevEQ,U--aUQ,and 
f(x) = g(v) + wu. (3.10) 
Moreover, if f is constraint-b-MP-representable, then f is continuous on its do- 
main, and the recession cone C of the domain off generates the subspace L noted 
above. 
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Proof. First, suppose that f is constraint-b-MfP-representable. By Coroliary 2.3, 
gph(f) is closed. Hence, f is continuous on its domain. 
We have gph(f) -PI U --- UP, for polyhedra Pi with rec(Pi) independent of i. By 
differentiating among positive, zero, and negative coefficients of z in the ine- 
qualities defining P= Pi, we may write 
P= {(z,~)~z--~~)~1a~~‘for keK+; 
z-d%I a A” for kEK_; and Ax? 6). 
Since (ZJ) E P implies z =f(x), we have K+ f 0 and K - #0, and also 
whenever Axr b. Thus, f is both convex and concave on T= (x 1 Axr b]: so if 
x’j’ETforj=l , . . . , r and Aj> 0 are nonnegative scalars with Cj Aj = I, we have 
f[~, ~jx'j'] =$, Ajf[x'j'l- 
We claim there is an index k* E K + with f(x) = a:‘*’ + @*‘x for ah XE T. The 
proof is by contradiction, for if the claim were false, for every kEK+ there is 
x(‘) E T with f(x@) > &’ + a tk) x (@_ If r= /K+I. we have for any keK+ that 
= j, f(x”‘)/r 
This contradicts the fact that, for some k E K+, 
The claim is thus estabbshed, so f is linear affine on T. 
We have 
P = {(z;x) 1 z = ah’*)+a’“*&4xr b,>_ 
Re-indexing by i = 1, ._. , t and renaming 
A = A”‘, b = j7@, @ = aAk*), d”’ = a(k’), 
(k* depends on i), we write 
Pi = ((z, x) 1 z = dp + d’i’x, A”)X 145”‘). 
Since 
rec(P,) = ((z,x) 1 z = d%+4% 2 0) 
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is independent of i, we see that the cone C= (x 1 A’“x I O> is independent of i, and 
for XE C the quantity d”?u is also independent of i. With Pi’= {x 1 A”‘x 2 b”‘), the 
domain off is the representable set P/ U --- UP,’ . 
Let L be the vector span of C. Then L is a linear space. Moreover, we claim that 
f can be extended to a function F defined on dam(f)+ L as follows. If XE 
dom(f)+L there is x*~dom(f) and o,c’~C with x=x*+0-c’. If x*EP;, then 
S’=X*+DE Pi’. We may then write x=x’--‘, where A”‘x’r6”” and &EC. Put 
F(x)=f(x’)-d”‘c’. 
To see that this function is well-defined, suppose also X=X”- c” where A”‘x”r 
6”’ for somej= 1, . . . . t and c”EC. Then x’-c’=x”-c” so x’+c”=x”+c’ and 
A”‘(x’+ c”) 2 L+” , f(x’+F) = dp+&yX’+C”), 
&I(,~~+ c’) 2 b’j’ , f(x” + c’) = &’ + &‘(x” + c’). , 
also 
f(x’) = d’” + d”‘u’ 0 -’ f@“) = &) + &bx” 
Therefore 
d’ir + d(i)x* + $“rc” = &‘+ d(+” + d(j),, 
Upon subtracting d”‘c’ from both sides and simplifying we obtain 
f(x’) _ d(i)&= f(_y”) _ d”‘c”_ 
But d’J’c’=d’ik’ and d”‘c”=d’ik” as C’,C”E C. Hence 
f(x’) _ d’$‘= f(x”) _ &‘c”, 
and so F is well-defined. If XE dam(f), we may choose x’=.Y, c=O, so we have 
F(s) =f(x), showing that F is an extension off. 
We now show that gph(F) is b-MIP-representable. In fact, if D(z,x;y) denotes 
a representation of gph(f), in which y denotes a vector of parameters, some com- 
ponents of which may be required to be binary, then a representation of gph(F) is 
as follows: 
x=x’-c’, C’E c, 
mz’,X’,Yb 
z = z’- WC’. (3.11) 
In the above, the parameters are x’, c’, z’ and y; and w is any vector in L such that 
wc=d% for all i and CE L (w exists since, for all CE C, d”‘c is independent of i). 
In (3.1 l), the condition “C’E C ” can be represented by A%‘=0 for any i= 1, . . . , t. 
Put Qj = L i fl (Pi’+ L). Since rec(P; + L) = L (recall rec(P;) = C and L is generat- 
ed by C), Qj is a polytope contained in the domain of F. In particular, the re- 
striction g of F to Q, U .a- U QI is constraint-b-MIP-represemable; hence by 
Proposition 3.1 it is min-b-MIP-representable. 
Let x E dam(F) be arbitrary and let IE L. We will prove that F(x+ I) = F(x) + wl. 
In fact, let x=x’-c’ where x’Edom(f) and C’E C; and also write I= ut - I+ with 
vl, v2 E C; Then c’+ v2 E C and 
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F(x+ I) = F[x’t ut_ -(c’+ IQ] 
=f(x’+ur)-w(c’+u~) (since x’+uI Edom(J)) 
=f(x’)i wur - w(c’+ 02) 
(since f(x’+ or ) = &+ d(“(x’+ oI ) = f(x’) +d%t for some i) 
=f(x’)- wc’+ WI = F(x)+ wl. 
In partictdar, if x~dom(f), say XEP;, and we write x=u+ o with UE L and 
DELI, we have 
Also 
u =x--UELI n(P’+L) = pi_ 
f(x) = F(x) = F(u) + wu = g(u) + wu. 
This proves the “only-if” part of the theorem. 
For the converse, suppose that Qi, L, g and w exist with the properties cited; we 
seek to obtain a b-MIP-representation for gph(fb, wherefis given by (3.10). By the 
continuity of g and Theorem 3.1, such a representation exists for g on Qt U -s- U Q,. 
Let D&x; y(n) denote a representation for the domain off, using parameters y’“‘, 
some components of which may be restricted to be binary integers (i.e., an entire 
set of linear inequahties is understood as Dt); and let D&,x;~‘~‘) denote a 
representation of gph(g) on domain Qr U --- U Q, with parameters y”‘, etc. The 
following is a representation of gph(_#): 
X==UUfO, UEL, ELI, 
D,(x- y(i)) , , &(z’, 0; Y’2’h 
z = z’f- wu. (3.12) 
In (3.12) above, the parameters are u, u, z’, y(*) and y(*). As L is a Iinear space, the 
conditions “u EL” and “u EL” have equational representations which can be used 
in (3.12). q 
To develop some intuition into the meaning of the restrictions in Theorem 3.2, 
we note that they imply that any constraint-b-MIP.r function f(x) of one variable 
x, with unbounded domain, is linear affine. Indeed, C is either the nonnegative or 
nonpositive orthant, or C= II?. Therefore L = IR, L 1 = (01, and by (3. lo), f(x) = 
g(O)+ wx for some scalar g(O), WE IR (as XE L). 
For functions of two variables, Iinear affinity is no longer necessary for constraint 




Xl for Olxt 5 1, 
l-x for 15xir2, 
f(xrJ2) = LTw+xz, 
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we see that f is not linear affine. However, f is constraint-b-MIP-representable by 
-B-L-,-,- 7 ? ‘IIC”,C,II J.L, with 
LL = ((x,,O)IqEq t = 2, 
Q, = (x1 [Osx, I 11, Qz=(x,~1~x,~2}, 
u = (0,x2), 0 = (x,,O), w = (0, 1). 
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